
WARS MINUTES (02-03-10)

Attendees:  Scott Allen, Ken Anderson, Art Mumaw, Jim Beall, Ray Treadaway, Lanny Ellis, 
Mike Sullivan, Ed Cooper

Dues (and additional donations) were collected as follows:
Ken Anderson $20 (we owe him $8 in change)
Ed Cooper $20 (including donation for new radio)

Lanny Ellis graciously purchased a new lock for the front door, enabling us to put the old lock on 
the rear equipment closet. Thanks Lanny!

1. The meeting was called to order at 5:15 P.M.

2. No ARES news. NTS region 12 net is still active including SSB traffic. 

3. Hamfests: Aurora Repeater Association at the Adams County Fairgrounds 2/6. LARC is 
in April.

4. The contest calendar was passed around and the club try to select a contest every few 
months to encourage station activity. Interesting contests coming up (link to WARS 
website):

a. ARRL DX Contest (CW) 2/20
b. ARRL DX Contest (SSB) 3/6
c. CQ WPX (SSB) 3/27

 
5. Dave Feldman is looking for an inexpensive HF Radio.

6. Scott Allen will provide monthly satellite highlights. In January there was a near collision 
between a hamsat and a Russian satellite.

7. Articles were passed about on Haiti Aid, Riverside, California Rescue, Sunspot activity 
slowly on the rise, Hamming on High: Colorado 14er event and Vanity Call legislation 
(Ray has recent experience with his new call). Some hams set up repeaters in the 
Dominican Republic but had security issues. A notebook will be kept in the clubhouse 
with all meeting minutes and articles.

8. Lanny Ellis is working on a lightning suppression (spark plug) device to help with charge 
bleed off from the antennas. An inductive or resistive network was suggested as well. As 
always, the best protection is to unplug equipment from power and coaxial connections.

9. Scott Allen initiated a service request for a guest network at the clubhouse per the last 
meeting’s vote.

10. Repair work is needed on the 160m guy wire splices that will be addressed at a future 
work party. Ray Treadaway also noted that the saddle clamps need reversing. Mike 
Sullivan offered climbing equipment for the effort.



11. We have $1482 in the Treasury.

12. HRO is offering a $1264 deal on a new FT-950. Everyone agreed that the new radio 
should be a package with desk microphone and/or headphones and power supply. Ken 
took an action to get with HRO and propose the deal at the next meeting where we will 
vote and possibly authorize funds. Ray Treadaway proposed a club-wide voluntary 
solicitation for new radio funds. 
It was proposed that Dave Feldman be offered the old ICOM IC-735 from item 4 (above). 
Pete Hills will talk to Dave and see if he is interested.

13. EOSS news. Flight #150 will take place on April 16th.

14. A member phone list will be posted in the clubhouse.

15. Pete conducted a short Field Day discussion. The club voted to hold Field Day at the 
clubhouse. Specific items will be discussed in the next few months. Scott Allen will 
investigate shirts and see if there is interest.

16.The Lockheed Martin Young Minds at Work event will take place 4/22/10. Pete Hills 
talked about the good relationship we maintain with Plant Protection and everyone 
indicated we should encourage participation. This topic will be discussed at the March 
meeting. Scott Allen will send out a preliminary email and discuss at the March meeting.

17. Lanny Ellis passed out a new station operating procedure and discussed the set-up. Pete 
motioned to have any station changes be voted by the membership; the motion carried.

18. Jim Beall showed a powerpoint presentation on remote radio control by BARC.

19. The meeting adjourned at 7:00 P.M.


